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Notes from the Author:

 

This  is  a  particularly  effective  ritual  which  has  been  employed  with  very  succesful 
results many times by myself and members of the Tempel of Azagthoth. Whether you 
see the names called upon in this ritual as 'mere' Archetypes, or Immortal entities does 
not fully matter. For the strong and advancing Vampire the Undead element will be very 
attracted in such a ritual. As you progress you will increasingly be able to discern for 
yourself the nature of these entities. Emperor Norduk, Oxford Place, January 27 1998

The  Penetration  Ritual,  The  Ceremony  of  Insanity  and  Inflicted  Idiocy  (A 
Threefold Rite ov Destruction)

 

The Penetration Ritual is in all aspects, a Ritual which will be adored and used by our 
loyal Vamphyri within the Tempel of Azagthoth. The Penetration Ritual, The Ceremony 
of Insanity, is in all aspects, a Ritual of Azagthothian Vamphyrism as implemented, by 
living members of the Royal Bloodline. We Have Been brought Mastery by the Life, 
rememberest thou the corpses of the princesses thrown down by the Countess from 
atop Castle Cachtice, thrown down, drained of their essence, devoured by the roaming 
wolves below in in the forests. The Archetypes which are invoked to heighten this Ritual 
are three in number but One in Aim, Elisabeth Bathory - A Symbol of Royalty within the 
Bloodline of the Rulers, brought to Dayside Successes, with her strong presence of the 
Nightside, unbound by the Will of Others, she indulged in sexual pleasures, punishing 
her slaves. Through Vampiric Blood Rites, draining and obtainment of the Life Force of 
the  mortal  slave  to  the  royal  vampiric  bloodline  -  which  opens  the  Gate  Further, 
Welcoming the Pools of Blood wherein Dwells the Dragon Tiamat. And Tiamat is the 
Second  Archetype  implemented  in  This  Act  of  Vampire  Predation,  Tiamat  must  be 
grasped and understood personally by each Vampire. The third Archetype is Azagthoth, 
Blind Idiot God, a bringer of CHAOS and Madness unto the petty mortal magician, a 
high force of life force drainage and high principality of punishment and degredation 



unto the human slave, High Black Wizard to the Mother Tiamat. For the Human Which 
This Rite Is Told Unto, By Your Vampire Sorcery, this is a working of Destruction and 
bondage through our Punishment.

Biding the Black Winds to Descend Upon Your Mortal Prey

 

'I Pray Unto Thee Azrael black cloaked angel, from beyond the veil of death, I beseech 
and call upon your power. Your being shall enter my being. Like the purple face of the 
Undead who sitteth in the dead leaves by the running black water, across the field. His 
eyes do not blink. He has no tears to cry. His Will Does Not Falter. Hail The Undead. Hail 
unto Thee, Azrael. Bring Your Black Powers of death, wrap its black curtains about me 
that I may use its darkness to Reign Terror and Bloodshed Upon My Specified Victim, 
hurting neither myself nor my friends and family. This is the Covenant of the Undead to 
the Living Vampire. Ave Calix Sanguinis Dom Tiamat. I Invoke thee, Hekal Tiamat.'

 

The incantation must be said while focusing upon the Chosen Intended Mortal Which 
has infringed your laws and must be punished, corrected, according to your Will. Use 
this for rebellious mortal magicians, send them further into the Hell which they Desire. 
These mortal slaves were created by the Undead Gods for we are Vampires to predate 
upon their vital Life Force. FOR THE INTENDED AZAGTHOTH ALIGN YOURSELF NOW!

 

Now the Azagthothian Vampire Will wish to fully channel all of the destructive energy, 
an essence which has been gathered from beyond the Veil of Azrael to cause havoc 
upon the mental of your chosen prey. Choose carefully those who you wish to impose 
with flights for predation, the draining of that humans life force, feed when the first 
arises  thus  assuring  you  of  increasing  POWER.  After  the  next  part  of  the  ritual  is 
performed, The Death Chant, the Priest may need to have a ritual beating to bring fully 
into consciousness. The ritual in essence, should be performed by High Vampires, or 
those Vampires who lie in the wings of seclusion for their teachings in the Nightside 
Rituals.

 

THE DEATH CHANT : Visualize fully the intended victim for your correction/punishment. 
This part of the ritual is for those who have truly offended you, and you wish to not only 
soundly punish, but to exceptionally and cruelly punish their mortal ways. See Now Your 
Victim.  Name them,  say  their  name and  then Command That  They  are  Dead.  For 
instance, if it was 'Danny', you could say 'Danny is Dead', 'Danny is Dead'. Repeat this 
until satisfied.

 

 

The Ceremony of Inflicted Idiocy : Coven of Ravenwood

 



 

Unclothe yourself of all your clothing or wear a Black Cloak preferablly, a Brown Cloak if 
necessary. This is one of the keys in inflicted idiocy for the chosen. As your astral leaves 
your physical, guided by the hands of the Undead, enter into the graves and drink of 
the essences collected their. Then go into the bedroom of a sleeping victim, drink of 
their essence. Savor the power surging through you from the victim's life force and the 
essences drained at the gravesite, for now, your astral is connected to both of them 
through the Astral Web. Now gathering power, traveling, feeling your Higher Vampiric 
Senses  awaken,  go  Unto  the  House  of  the  Victim  Which  for  Which  This  Ritual  is 
Performed. (Before hand you should have summoned the force of  Tiamat,  Bathory, 
Azagthoth).

 

You are in close range of your victim. Hovering right above him, or standing beside him. 
Now is the time to fully penetrate the moving or docile physical shell of the human 
victim, as your astral fully enters his body, once you are completely inside him, feel 
your astral draining the human of his limited senses. Feel how the Life Force flows 
quickly into your astral, the more Life Force which you recieve, making your Astral form 
solidify even faster. Now begin pushing on the inside physical walls of the victim. Push. 
Push from all sides. It will start as a cramp across different parts of their body, then 
their whole body, quickly gaining hold over them. Drag their Astral unto the Mountains 
by Pazuzu and blast them from your Tower With Sorcery. The Ritual Has Ended When 
You are Finished.
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